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CAP monitoring

Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 746/2018 introduces “CAP area 
monitoring” as a substitute of the current On-The-Spot-Controls

From sampled very high resolution approach (OTSC) towards full country, 
continuous monitoring of agricultural activities primarily using Copernicus 
Sentinel-1 and -2

Part of the measures to support simplification (now) 

CAP 2020+ requirements for environmental and climate performance targets



CAP monitoring requirements

a high quality Land Parcel Identification System (LPIS) 

together with the fully deployed Geospatial Aid Application (GSAA) 

to ensure reliable capturing of the agricultural area that defines the spatial extent of 
the eligible farming practices (i.e. captures the area component)

frequent high resolution data series from the Sentinel-1 and -2 sensors provide the 
necessary information for the "markers" that indicate the presence (or absence) 
of the required land management phenomena (i.e. assures compliance).









Markers

Temporal markers: for phenomena that cause a distinct change in the signal over 
a particular period

Spatial markers: for phenomena that give rise to change in the spatial 
arrangement inside a reference|agricultural parcel

Logical markers: for phenomena that have a logical sequence, based on history or 
causal relation

Anomaly markers: any combination of radiometric information derived from the 
sensor data, tailored to a particular detection need



Markers (examples)

Temporal markers: phenological sequence of a summer crop (bare soil phase, 
emergence, crop closure, harvest)

Spatial markers: grassland mowing for fresh fodder, leading to spatial 
heterogeneity inside the grassland parcel (e.g. from May to October)

Logical markers: due to prevalent rotation, potatoes will not be cultivated in the 
same parcel as in Y-1, Y-2.

Anomaly marker: detecting special events (e.g. flooding, stubble burning) 



S1 marker:
●high coherence
●high backscattering
●VV-VH> 7 dB 
⇨ Rough (ploughed) bare 
soil

S1 marker:
●Sudden drop in coherence
●Large drop in 
backscattering
●Off-season (February) 
⇨ Snow, Tmin < 0

S1 marker:
●Sudden drop in coherence
●Large drop in 
backscattering
●In-season (April) 
⇨ Seedbed preparation

S1 marker:
●Return to moderate 
coherence
●Stable low backscattering
●VV-VH> 7 dB 
⇨ Smooth bare soil, no 
vegetation

S1 marker:
●Gradual drop in coherence
●Gradual rise in 
backscattering
●VV-VH < 7 dB 
⇨ Emerging summer crop, 
effective scatterer (SBT?)

S1 marker:
●Stable coherence, 
backscattering until late 
October
●Coherence rise after 
harvest
⇨ Very likely SBT



Stubble burning



The Big Data Challenge

CAP monitoring requires cross-analysis of continuous Sentinel data flows with 
country-wide agricultural parcels set (1-10 M)

Marker concepts, using machine learning, already demonstrated where parcel 
sets are open access (e.g. NL, DK, BE-VL)

DG GROW and DG AGRI support deployment of Copernicus DIAS infrastructure

Likely facilitating wider method sharing, faster prototyping and testing, cross-
boundary collaboration and integration of novel ICT solutions 



S1 provides 
consistency (120-
300 images per 
year)

100K-1M agricultural 
parcels with 
declared practice

Machine learning 
applied to S1 time 
series

Splits 95-5 “outliers”

Follow up with 
additional imagery 
(S2) and other 
measures



GRA      MAI      POT      WWH      SBT     ONI     SBA     FLO

GRA  0.0 0.0      0.0      0.0      0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0

MAI 0.0  65260.0 374.0    135.0     55.0    52.0    74.0    95.0

POT 0.0    362.0  26126.0 41.0     77.0    25.0    12.0    75.0

WWH 0.0    142.0     37.0  15492.0 7.0    25.0   125.0    12.0

SBT 0.0    134.0    818.0     11.0  12502.0 38.0     3.0    67.0

ONI 0.0    360.0     86.0    148.0     65.0  4439.0 136.0    67.0

SBA 0.0    430.0     23.0    316.0      6.0    54.0  3974.0 21.0

FLO 0.0    203.0    131.0     94.0    331.0     7.0    19.0  2807.0

Overall Accuracy:  96.1

(or 3.9% of parcels are found to have a different than declared label)

Typical result for 1 train/test run (tensorflow)



“Instantiation” of markers using machine 
learning

TEGON+LCML



CAP monitoring as data source for reporting 
on environment and climate
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Outlook

High political momentum behind introduction of CAP monitoring

First countries to adopt CAP monitoring by end of this year (history suggests that 
full introduction may take several years)

CAP monitoring is essential as a compliance assurance tool for (future?) multi-
year schemes (e.g. rotation, grassland) and longer term environmental and 
climate commitments (reference baseline, performance measurement) 

CAP 2020+ is a work in progress, exact outcome not yet fully known.



Thanks!
Any questions?
Contact pavel.milenov@ec.europa.eu


